Advanced Scales for Bass Recorders in F

Scale of C major

Scale of G major

Scale of D major

Scale of A major

Scale of F major

Scale of B♭ major

Scale of E♭ major

Chromatic Scale

Scale of E major

Scale of B major
Scale of D♭ minor (Harmonic)

Scale of A♭ minor (Harmonic)

Scale of F minor (Harmonic)

Scale of B♭ minor (Harmonic)

Scale of E♭ minor (Harmonic)

Scale of A♭ minor (Harmonic)

Scale of C♯ minor (Melodic)

Scale of G♯ minor (Melodic)

Scale of D♯ minor (Melodic)

Scale of A♯ minor (Melodic)

Scale of F minor (Melodic)